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Derived equivalence and birationalityYu-Han Liu
1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

(1.1.1) Two smooth projetive varieties are alled derived equivalent, or D-equivalent, if their(bounded) derived ategories of oherent sheaves are exat equivalent. Kawamata formulatedonjetures relating D-equivalene with K-equivalene [Kaw02℄. Some partial answers to theseonjetures have been known; see [Huy06, Setion 6.4℄ and [Kaw10℄.If two varieties are K-equivalent then they are birational, and there are examples of D-equivalent varieties whih are not birational: most well-known among them perhaps abelianvarieties and their duals of dimension at least two. In this paper we prove a suÆientondition (2.1.2.1) when D-equivalene does imply birationality.The form (2.1.2.2) in whih we will apply the riterion was already known, as the authordisovered after having written up the paper. The slight shift of emphasis from geometry totensor funtors will be justi�ed only in future work.
(1.1.2) Sine birationality is equivalent to isomophy for smooth projetive urves, we usethis birational riterion in (3.1.1.1) to show that over an algbraially losed �eld (of anyharateristi), D-equivalent urves are isomorphi. The ases when the urve genus is zeroor at least 2 an be redued to a more general result due to Bondal-Orlov [BO01, Theorem2.5℄ about varieties with ample (anti-)anonial bundles; our approah gives also a proof ofslightly di�erent avor for these ases. 1
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The most interesting ase is of ellipti urves. The proof presented in this paper has theadvantage of being algebrai and does not use the omplex topology. It is perhaps also loserin spirit to the �rst known examples of D-equivalent varieties: They should be onsidered asmoduli spaes of eah other, but for an ellipti urve all the \interesting" moduli spaes areessentially isomorphi to the urve itself; [Ati57, Theorem 7℄ and [Tu93, Theorem 1℄.
(1.1.3) Kawamata showed [Kaw02, Theorem 2.3℄ that for smooth projetive varieties of max-imal Kodaira dimensional, D-equivalene implies K-equivalene. In partiular in this aseD-equivalene implies birationality. In (3.2.1.2) we prove this last impliation as anotherappliation. Our approah is to retrieve information on the rational maps assoiated to thelinear system of pluri-anonial forms through the Serre funtors on the derived ategories.
(1.1.4) Notations. For any variety we denote by TX := D(X)parf the triangulated ategoryof perfet omplexes. When X is smooth TX is isomorphi to the derived ategory Db(X) ofoherent sheaves on X. If k is a �eld we have Tk = Db(Vetk).All funtors onsidered in this paper are derived, and, for example, we denote the derivedpull-bak Rf� (resp. derived push-forward Rf�) of a morphism f simply by f� (resp. f�).In the ase when a k-linear triangulated ategory T is Hom-�nite, for any pair of objetsa; b 2 T we denote by Hom�(a; b) the objet Lj HomT (a; b[j℄)[�j℄ in Tk. The Hom-�niteondition is satis�ed, for example, when k is a �eld and T = TX where X is a smoothprojetive variety over k.
2 A criterion for birationality

2.1 Varieties sharing a point

(2.1.1) Let X be a variety over a �eld k; denote by � the strutural morphism X ! Spe(k).We will need the following
(2.1.1.1) Lemma If p is an objet in TX suh that the funtor TX ! Tk de�ned bya 7! ��(a
 p) is a tensor funtor, then p is supported at a losed k-point x on X.
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Proof. By [Liu11, Theorem (3.3.4.1)℄, the tensor funtor a 7! ��(a 
 p) is isomorphi toa 7! x�(a) for some losed k-point x 2 X; sine x�(k(x)) is non-zero, the ase of a = k(x)implies that x lies in the ohomology support supp(p) of p.Suppose there is another losed k-point y 6= x in supp(p), then we have x�(k(y)) = 0. On theother hand, ��(k(y)
p) �= ��y�y�(p) is non-zero, sine y�(p) is non-zero and ��y� : Tk(y) ! Tkis an equivalene. This is a ontradition and we must have supp(p) = fxg.
(2.1.2) Let X and Y be two smooth projetive varieties over a �eld k.
(2.1.2.1) Theorem Suppose � : TX ! TY is an exat equivalene, and F : TX ! Tk andG : TY ! Tk are tensor funtors suh that the following diagram is ommutative up tofuntor isomorphisms: TX � //F

!!C
CC

CC
CC

C
TYG

}}{{
{{

{{
{{Tk:Then X and Y are birational.Proof. Again by [Liu11, Theorem (3.3.4.1)℄ we may replae F with x� and G with y�, wherex 2 X and y 2 Y are losed k-points. By [Orl03, Theorem 3.2.2℄ the equivalene � isisomorphi to the Fourier-Mukai transformation �E for some objet E 2 TX�Y ; let Ey be therestrition of E to X � fyg ,! X � Y . Now we have the following diagram:X � Y�X

{{xx
xx

xx
xx

x �Y
��

X � fygoo �
��X Y y:ooConsider the funtor y�Æ�E , whih by [BO95, Lemma 1.3℄ is isomorphi to the Fourier-Mukaitransformation �Ey : a 7! ��(a
Ey). By assumption this is isomorphi to the tensor funtora 7! x�(a), and so by (2.1.1.1) we have supp(Ey) = fxg on X�fyg �= X. By [Tho97, Lemma3.3(b)℄ we then have supp(E) \ (X � fyg) = supp(Ey) = fxg.Now the projetion supp(E) ! Y is surjetive with onneted �bres [Huy06, Lemma 6.4and Lemma 6.11℄, whose dimensions are upper-semiontinuous. Hene there is an openneighbourhood V of y in Y over whih the morphism supp(E)! Y is a homeomorphism.In partiular the support of �(OX) = �Y �(E) ontains V ; its �bre at y is isomorphi to k(y).Therefore by shrinking V if neessary, we have �(OX)jV �= OV .3



Now onsider the following ommutative diagram:TX � //qx
��

TYqy
��

jV
// TVq0y

��TX= ker(x�) �� //�x�
%%KKKKKKKKKK

TY = ker(y�)�y�
yyssssssssss f:f: // TV = ker(y�)Tk;where �� is the indued exat equivalene, and the arrow marked with \f.f." is fully faithful.We then have ��qx(OX) = qy�(OX), whose image in TV = ker(y�) is the unit objet q0y(OV ).In partiular, under the ompositionTX= ker(x�) �! TY = ker(y�) �! TV = ker(y�)the unit objet qx(OX) is sent to the unit objet q0y(OV ). This omposition is fully faithful,and so we have an isomorphismEndTX= ker(x�)(qx(OX )) �= EndTV = ker(y�)(q0y(OV )):But by [Liu11, Theorem (3.3.4.1) and Proposition (2.3.3.1)℄ these two are isomorphi torespetively the loal rings OX;x and OV;y �= OY;y, and so X and Y are birational.

(2.1.2.2) Corollary [BM01, Lemma 2.5℄ Let X and Y be smooth projetive varieties overa �eld k; let x 2 X and y 2 Y be losed k-points. Suppose � : TX ! TY is an exatequivalene sending k(x) to a shift of k(y), then X and Y are birational.Proof. By pre- and post-omposition with the shift funtors on TX and TY , we may assumethat � sends k(x)[�dim(X)℄ to k(y)[�dim(Y )℄. Denote by F : TX ! Tk the funtorrepresented by k(x)[�dim(X)℄, in the sense that F (a) := Hom�(k(x)[�dim(X)℄; a) for everya 2 TX . Similarly let G be represented by k(y)[�dim(Y )℄, then we have F �= G Æ �.But then we are in the situation of (2.1.2.1) sine these funtors are isomorphi to the tensorfuntors x� and y� by Grothendiek-Verdier duality [Huy06, Corollary 3.35℄: For any a 2 TXwe haveHom�TX (k(x)[�dim(X)℄; a) = Hom�TX (x�(k); a[dim(X)℄) �= Hom�Tk(k; x�(a)) �= x�(a) 2 Tk:
(2.1.2.3) Corollary Let X and Y be smooth projetive varieties over a �eld k; let y 2 Y bea losed k-point. Suppose � : TX ! TY is an exat equivalene sending an objet v to4



a shift of k(y). If the ohomology support supp(v) is zero-dimensional, then X and Yare birational.Proof. Suppose �(v) �= k(y)[n℄, then we haveHom(v; v) �= Hom(k(y); k(y)) �= k:Moreover, Hom(v; v[i℄) �= Hom(k(y); k(y)[i℄) = 0for all i < 0. See for example [Huy06, Proposition 11.8℄.Thus the onditions of [Huy06, Lemma 4.5℄ are satis�ed, and we onlude that v is isomorphito a shift of k(x) for some losed k-point x 2 X, and we are in the situation of (2.1.2.2).
3 Applications

3.1 Smooth projective curves with equivalent derived categories

(3.1.1) We onsider the following
(3.1.1.1) Theorem Let k be an algebraially losed �eld. If C1 and C2 are two smoothprojetive urves admitting an exat equivalene � : TC1 �! TC2 , then C1 and C2 areisomorphi.In fat when the genus g of C1 is either zero or at least two the result holds over any �elddue to the more general result [BO01, Theorem 2.5℄; see also [Liu11, Theorem (4.2.1.1)℄ fora somewhat di�erent proof. (In (3.1.5) below we sketh an independent proof in the ase ofurves.)We are thus redued to the speial ase:
(3.1.1.2) Proposition Let k be an algebraially losed �eld. If E1 and E2 are two smoothprojetive urves of genus one admitting an exat equivalene � : TE1 �! TE2 , then E1and E2 are isomorphi. 5



The ase when k = C an be proved by passing to singular ohomology [Huy06, Corollary5.46℄, but this proof does not seem to trivially generalize to other �elds. It may be aninteresting question to ask whether (3.1.1.2) still holds over �elds whih are not neessarilyalgebraially losed.The rest of this setion exept for (3.1.5) is devoted to giving the proof of (3.1.1.2), and wework under its notations and assumptions.
(3.1.2) Let v be an objet in TE1 suh that �(v) �= k(y)[�1℄ for a losed k-point y 2 E2.Reall that k(y)[�1℄ represents the funtor y� : TE2 ! Tk(y); see the proof of (2.1.2.2). LetF : TE1 ! Tk be the exat funtor represented by v:F (b) := Hom�TE1 (v; b) 2 Tkfor every b 2 TE1 . Then for any b 2 TE1 we haveF (b) := Hom�TE1 (v; b) �= Hom�TE2 (�(v);�(b)) = y��(b):Hene we have a ommutative diagramTE1 � //F

!!C
CC

CC
CC

C
TE2y�}}{{

{{
{{

{{Tk:
(3.1.2.1) Proposition With notations as above, we have:(a) Hom(v; v) = k.(b) The objets v is isomorphi either to a shift of k(x) for some point x 2 E1 or to ashift of a vetor bundle on E1.Proof. (a) It follows from the fat that Hom(v; v) �= Hom(k(y); k(y)) �= k sine v 7! k(y)[�1℄under the equivalene �.(b) By [Huy06, Corollary 3.15℄ any objet in TE1 is isomorphi to a diret sum of shifts ofoherent sheaves on E1. By part (a) there must be only one summand, hene u is the shiftof a oherent sheaf. Sine any oherent sheaf on a smooth urve is also the diret sum of itstorsion subsheaf with a loally free sheaf, we see that v is the shift of either a torsion sheafsupported at a losed k-point or a vetor bundle. In the torsion ase it must also be reduedsine otherwise Hom(v; v) would have dimension greater than one.6



(3.1.3) The proof of (3.1.1.2) will proeed by indution on the rank of (the shift of) theoherent sheaf v; by this we mean the rank of the unique (up to isomorphism) oherent sheafisomorphi to v in TE1 . The base ases are the following:
(3.1.3.1) Lemma If the rank of v is 0 or 1 then E1 and E2 are isomorphi.Proof. By (3.1.2.1), if v is torsion then it is a shift of k(x). Then E1 and E2 are birationalby (2.1.2.2), hene isomorphi sine they are assumed to be both smooth.On the other hand, assume that v is a shift of a line bundle, then v �= L[n℄ for some n 2 Zand line bundle L on E1. Fix a losed k-point z 2 E1, onsider exat equivalenesTPi0(E1) �P�! TE1 �E�! TE1 ;where P is the Poinar�e line bundle on Pi0(E1) � E1, and E = ��OE1(deg(L)z)[n℄ onE1 �E1; here � : E1 �! E1 �E1 denotes the diagonal morphism.With our hoie of Fourier-Mukai kernel E we have a line bundleM of degree zero on E1 suhthat �E(M) = v; moreover, there is a losed k-point m 2 Pi0(E1) suh that �P(k(m)) =M .Hene the omposition � Æ�E Æ�P is an exat equivalene sending k(x) to k(y)[�1℄, and weare in the situation treated above:TPi0(E1) �P //

))SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
TE1 �E // TE1 � // TE2y�

}}{{
{{

{{
{{Tk:Hene we have E2 �= Pi0(E1) �= E1 by (2.1.2.2).

(3.1.4) The proof of (3.1.1.2) is now redued to the following
(3.1.4.1) Lemma With notations and assumptions as in (3.1.1.2), if v is of rank at leasttwo then there exists another exat equivalene �0 : TE1 ! TE2 and objet v0 2 TE1 suhthat �0(v0) �= k(y)[�1℄ and rank(v0) < rank(v).Proof. Let r = rank(v) � 2. By tensoring with a suitable line bundle on E1 we an writev �= L 
 B[n℄; where n 2 Z, L is a line bundle, and B an indeomposable vetor bundle ofrank r and degree dB satisfying 0 � dB < r.We laim that dB annot be zero: Indeed, by [Ati57, Theorem 5 (ii)℄ every indeomposablevetor bundle of degree zero and rank r on E1 is of the form M 
 Fr, where M is a line7



bundle of degree zero, and Fr is the speial vetor bundle of degree zero and rank r; see[Ati57, Theorem 5 (i)℄. Hene if dB = 0 then we haveHom(v; v) �= Hom(L
M 
 Fr[n℄; L
M 
 Fr[n℄) �= Hom(Fr; Fr) �= krby [Ati57, Corollary 1 to thm 5, and Lemma 17℄. This ontradits (3.1.2.1) part (a) siner � 2.Now onsider the Poinar�e line bundle P on Pi0(E1)�E1; denote by �i the projetion ontothe i-th fator. Let Q be the objet P
��2(L�1)[�n℄ in TPi0(E1)�E1 . Then we have an exatequivalene TPi0(E1) �Q � TE1 ;whih sends the objet v �= L
B[n℄ to �1�(P 
 ��2(B)) in TPi0(E1).We onsider the vetor bundle P 
 ��2(B) as a family of vetor bundles on E1 parametrizedby Pi0(E1). In fat it is the family of vetor bundles of rank r and degree dB on E1 with\level r=h-struture", where h = gd(r; dB); see [Ati57, Theorem 10℄.Reall that we have 0 < dB < r, and so by [Ati57, Lemma 15℄ and the Rieman-Roh theorem[Ati57, Lemma 8℄, we have for every line bundle M of degree zero:Hi(M 
B) �= ( kdB if i = 0,0 if i 6= 0.Hene by the Leray spetral sequene [Huy06, (3.4)℄ we see that v0 := �1�(P 
 ��2(B)) is avetor bundle on Pi0(E1) of rank dB < r, and we an simply take �0 to be the ompositionof a quasi-inverse of �Q followed by �:TPi0(E1) TE1 ��= //
�Q�=oo TE2Identifying Pi0(E1) with E1 then onludes the proof of the lemma and with it the proof of(3.1.1.2).

(3.1.5) Remarks. The same idea above may in fat be used to give a proof of (3.1.1.1) inthe ase when the genus g of C1 is not equal to one. Here we give a sketh: Suppose Y is asmooth projetive variety and C is a smooth projetive urve admitting an exat equivalene� : TC �! TY :Let y 2 Y be a losed k-point. Denote by v 2 TC the shift of a simple oherent sheaf suhthat �(v) �= k(y)[�dim(Y )℄. Sine Serre funtors ommute with exat equivalenes, we havea ommutative diagram 8



TC � //�
KC [1℄
��

TY�
KY [dim(Y )℄
��TC � // TY :Applying the funtors in this diagram to the objet v givesv � //

_

��

k(y)[�dim(Y )℄
_

��v 
KC [1℄ � // k(y):But this implies that v[dim(Y )℄ and v 
 KC [1℄ are sent to isomorphi objets under theequivalene �, and this is possible only if these two objets are isomorphi; in partiular wehave dim(Y ) = 1. From this we see that we must have v �= v 
K
mC for all m 2 Z, but thisis possible only if either v is torsion (in whih ase we onlude C �= Y by (2.1.2.2)) or KCand �KC are both not ample (in whih ase C is of genus one).
3.2 Varieties of maximal Kodaira dimension

(3.2.1) Consider the following
(3.2.1.1) Theorem [Kaw02, Theorem 2.3 (2)℄ Let X and Y be smooth projetive varietiesover a �eld k admitting an exat equivalene � : TX ! TY . Suppose that the Kodairadimension of X is equal to dim(X), then X and Y are K-equivalent.Here by K-equivalene we mean there is another projetive smooth variety Z with birationalmaps f : Z ! X and g : Z ! Y so that f�KX �= g�KY on Z. It seems unlear at themoment and an interesting question how to interpret K-equivalene in terms of the derivedategories.
(3.2.1.2) Corollary Let X and Y be smooth projetive varieties over a �eld k admittingan exat equivalene � : TX ! TY . Suppose that the Kodaira dimension of X is equalto dim(X), then X and Y are birational.In the remaining paragraphs of this setion we give a di�erent proof of (3.2.1.2), and wework under its notations and assumptions. An analogous arguments works if we replae theKodaira dimension of X in the statement with the Kodaira dimension of the anti-anonialbundle �KX . 9



(3.2.2) Let y 2 Y be a losed k-point, and vy 2 TX be an objet suh that �(vy) �=k(y)[�dim(Y )℄. Then as in (3.1.2.1) we know that Hom(vy; vy) �= k. By [Huy06, Lemma3.9℄ we know that the ohomology support Zy := supp(vy) is onneted.
(3.2.2.1) Lemma For every point x 2 X, there is a point y 2 Y suh that x lies inZy.Proof. By [Huy06, Prpposition 3.17℄ we know that fk(y)[�dim(Y )℄g (with y varying) forman spanning lass of TY . Sine � is an equivalene we see that fvyg form an spanning lassof TX . In partiular for any x we an �nd an y so thatx�(vy) �= Hom�(k(x)[�dim(X)℄; vy) 6= 0 2 Tk(x):
(3.2.3) By (2.1.2.3), the proof of (3.2.1.2) is redued to the following
(3.2.3.1) Proposition If the Kodaira dimension of X is equal to dim(X) then there is apoint y 2 Y with dim(Zy) = 0.First we need a simple
(3.2.3.2) Lemma Let Z be a smooth projetive variety over a �eld k, M a line bundle onZ and G a oherent sheaf with supp(G) = Z suh that G �= G 
M. Then M is torsionin Pi(Z); that is, OZ �=M
r for some r 2 N.Proof. We may replae G in the statement with a reexive sheaf [Har80, Corollary 1.4℄:Indeed, G__ is reexive and is easily seen to satisfy G__ �= G__ 
M . So from now on weassume G is reexive.Then there is a losed subset Z 0 � Z of odimension at least two suh that the restrition ofG to its omplement U := Z � Z 0 is a vetor bundle of positive rank r. By taking the r-thwedge power of GjU �= G 
M jU we getr̂ (GjU ) �= r̂ (GjU )
 (M j
rU ):Sine Vr(GjU ) is a line bundle on U , this implies that M j
rU is the trivial line bundle on U ,whih in turn implies that M
r is the trivial line bundle on Z sine Z 0 has odimension atleast two. 10



Proof of (3.2.3.1). Suppose on the ontrary that for every y we have dim(Zy) > 0. Considerthe following ommutative diagram TX � //�
KX [dim(X)℄
��

TY�
KY [dim(Y )℄
��TX � // TY ;where the vertial arrows are Serre funtors. Applying the funtors in this diagram to theobjet vy gives vy � //

_

��

k(y)[�dim(Y )℄
_

��vy 
KX [dim(X)℄ � // k(y):Then vy[dim(Y )℄ and v
KX [dim(X)℄ are sent to isomorphi objets in TY under the equiv-alene �, hene these two objets are isomorphi in TX . Letting d = dim(X) � dim(Y ) wethen have vy �= vy 
KX [d℄ �= vy 
K
2X [2d℄ �= � � � �= vy 
K
mX [md℄ �= � � �for all m 2 Z. This in partiular implies the well-known fat that d = 0 [Huy06, Proposition4.1℄, and we have vy �= vy 
K
mX for every m 2 Z.Fix any losed k-point x on X and y on Y so that x 2 Zy as in (3.2.2.1). Let h : Z ! Zy be anon-onstant morphism from a positive dimensional smooth variety Z whose image ontainsx; for example we an hoose any projetive urve ontained in Zy passing through x, thentake Z to be its normalization. This an be done sine Zy is onneted and assumed to beof positive dimension.The isomorphism vy �= vy 
 K
mX then gives h�(vy) �= h�(vy) 
 h�(K
mX ) on Z. Sineh�(K
mX ) is loally free on Z this impliesHi(h�(vy)) �= Hi(h�(vy))
 h�(K
mX );for every i; here Hi(�) denotes the i-th ohomology sheaf.Sine the image of h is ontained in the support of vy, we have supp(Hi(h�(vy))) = Z for somei. Therefore the onditions of (3.2.3.2) are satis�ed with G = Hi(h�(vy)) andM = h�(K
mX ),and we onlude that h�(K
mX ) is a torsion element in Pi(Z) for every m.But this implies that every general x is ontained in a positive dimensional �bre of therational map �K
mX assoiated to K
mX , sine h(Z) is mapped to a point. Therefore theKodaira dimension of X annot be equal to dim(X).11



(3.2.4) Remark. Denote by �(X;L) the Iitaka-Kodaira dimension of a line bundle on asmooth projetive variety X. Then the proof of (3.2.3.1) shows that if v 2 TX is an objetthat is sent to a shift of k(y) under an exat equivalene � : TX ! TY , then the support ofv is ontrated by the rational maps ��KX assoiated to the linear systems j �KX j. Fromthis we have dim(X)� �(X;�KX ) � dim supp(v):
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